Differential modulation of thalamic neurons by optokinetic nuclei in the pigeon.
The visual system in the pigeon is composed of the tectofugal, thalamofugal and accessory optic pathways. Though their anatomy and physiology have been extensively studied, the functional interactions between these pathways are largely unknown. The present study shows by using multiple electrophysiological techniques that firing activity in the nucleus opticus principalis thalami (OPT) of the thalamofugal pathway is differentially modulated by the pretectal nucleus lentiformis mesencephali (nLM) and the nucleus of the basal optic root (nBOR) of the accessory optic system, two optokinetic nuclei responsible for generating eye movements to stabilize the image on the retina. Reversible inactivation, electrical stimulation, microiontophoresis and receptive field mapping experiments all consistently indicate that the nBOR-OPT pathway is inhibitory and mediated by GABA as a transmitter and its GABAA receptors, whereas the nLM-OPT pathway is excitatory and mediated by glutamate as a transmitter and its NMDA receptors. They also differentially modulate the size and/or responsiveness of receptive fields in OPT cells as well. Numerous electrode tip sites were histologically confirmed in the neural structures under study. The results suggest that these optokinetic nuclei may dually modulate the transfer of visual information from the retina to the telencephalon at the thalamic level during eye movements.